Exchanging interleukin-8 and melanoma growth-stimulating activity receptor binding specificities.
Interleukin-8 (IL-8), a CXC chemokine, is known to bring about chemotaxis and activation of neutrophils through high affinity binding to at least two distinct receptors, receptor-A and receptor-B. The IL-8 homolog melanoma growth stimulating activity (MGSA) is also active toward neutrophils. In contrast to IL-8, MGSA binds receptor-B with high affinity and binds receptor-A with approximately 400-fold lower affinity. Using the structure of IL-8 (Clore et al.(1990) Biochemistry, 29, 1689-1696; Baldwin et al. (1991) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 88, 502-506) and the NMR-determined structure of MGSA (Fairbrother et al. (1994) J. Mol. Biol. 242, 252-270), we designed variants of both IL-8 and MGSA to investigate the basis of specificity for binding of these chemokines to the IL-8 receptors. The most outstanding structural difference between IL-8 and MGSA lies in the loop preceding the first beta-strand. When the corresponding (shorter) loop from MGSA was swapped into IL-8, both receptor-A and receptor-B binding affinities were significantly (>300-fold) reduced. However, with additional mutations that affect packing interactions, an IL-8 variant specific for receptor-B binding was produced. Conversely, when the same loop from IL-8 was swapped into MGSA, receptor-B binding was maintained with only a approximately 30-fold reduction in receptor-A affinity. Again, mutations affecting packing of the loop yielded a MGSA variant with high affinity for both receptors, like IL-8. Finally, we show, through point mutations in a monomeric IL-8 framework, that individual side chain substitutions can affect receptor specificity.